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What is writing?
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What does writing look like?

Where is the boundary between writing and drawing?



Source: Online resources with Nicole's book. https://policy.bristoluniversitypress.co.uk/making-the-most-of-your-research-journal/online-resources/
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Setting the scene

What is writing?

What does writing look like?

Where is the boundary between writing and drawing?

Why is writing so important in many cultures?

Why are some cultures fine without writing?



Purposes of writing

As research method

For research (logs, diaries, journals, field notes)

To organise and plan (research and career)

Creative research writing

Not only task; also resource



Writing as a research method

Hides in plain sight – rarely found in methods books

Only method used by quantitative, qualitative and 
mixed-methods researchers

Primarily used in writing for others

Always creative, though extent varies



Example from Stark: Behind Closed Doors

2012: ethnography of IRBs. Documents, observation

“There is no dispute that the current research review system is 
flawed. On this everyone agrees: board members, administrators, 
and researchers. But the fact that IRBs provoke such heated 
debate is all the more reason to understand how these declarative 
bodies came into being and how they actually do their work. And 
so, on a dreary May afternoon, I stepped out of an elevator at 
Adams University Medical School, walked down a windowless 
corridor, and opened the conference room door where the IRB 
meeting was about to begin.” (p.8)



Writing for research

Primarily used in writing for ourselves and co-workers

Memos, emails, field notes, journals etc

Dealing with field notes
3 levels of interpretations (describing, detailing, reflecting)

Vignettes and critical incidents



To organise and plan

Trackers and to-do lists
Expenses tracker

Systematic reading notes

Achievements (daily, long-term)

A "full" CV
mine is currently at 24 pages…



Source: Online resources with Nicole's book. https://policy.bristoluniversitypress.co.uk/making-the-most-of-your-research-journal/online-resources/
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Creative research writing

Techniques of fiction/poetry etc v useful in research

Micro or macro – can be very subtle, or overt

Even the most factual writing is often multi-vocal

Writing, reading, and speech are very different

Creative techniques = more engaging writing



Macro examples



This is just to say…
I have taken
the thoughts
you voiced in
our meeting

and which
you were probably
saving
for writing

Forgive me
they were ingenious
so noble
and so bold

Participatory research: 
Full ethical approval

Joint. Co-constructed.
I’ll let you participate
in my research work:

Take photos! Draw! Paint!
Capture your experience!
I’ll make sense for you.

Marginalised voice
amplified through my research.
Silenced; no longer.

My research data.
Your story. What’s yours is mine
to use and to keep.

Brown, N. (2021). This is just to say. So Fi Zine, 9, 11.
Brown, N. (2021). Participatory research: Full ethical approval. In: Book Review: Ethical Practice in Participatory Visual Research With Girls: Transnational 
Approaches (Vol. 2). Journal of Participatory Research Methods, 2(2). page 2. https://doi.org/10.35844/001c.25444

https://sofizine.files.wordpress.com/2021/06/sfz9_read-online.pdf
https://doi.org/10.35844/001c.25444


Writing as a resource

Writing can be your:

Teacher

Therapist

Friend

Mentor



Concluding thoughts

Writing takes many forms and formats

You can do writing and you can use writing

Writing as your friend, teacher, therapist and mentor

There is no such thing as the perfect piece of writing

All writing is good writing – a step on the journey



https://policy.bristoluniversitypress.co.uk/creative-
writing-for-social-research

This ground-breaking book brings creative writing to social 
research. Its innovative format includes creatively written 
contributions by researchers from a range of disciplines, 
modelling the techniques outlined by the authors. The book 
is user-friendly and shows readers:

• how to write creatively as a social researcher;

• how creative writing can help researchers to work with 
participants and generate data;

• how researchers can use creative writing to analyse data 
and communicate findings.

Inviting beginners and more experienced researchers to 
explore new ways of writing, this book introduces readers to 
creatively written research in a variety of formats including 
plays and poems, videos and comics. It not only gives social 
researchers permission to write creatively but also shows 
them how to do so.

https://policy.bristoluniversitypress.co.uk/creative-writing-for-social-research


https://policy.bristoluniversitypress.co.uk/making-the-most-of-
your-research-journal

Providing practical guidance based on real-life examples, this 
book shows researchers different forms and ways of keeping a 
research journal and how to get the most out of journaling.

Appealing to postgraduate students, new and experienced 
researchers, the book:

• provides a theoretical grounding and information about 
knowledge and sensory systems and reflexivity;

• presents a practical exploration of what a journal looks like 
and when and how to record entries;

• includes helpful end-of-chapter exercises and online 
resources.

The book highlights the different forms of research journals and 
entries so that readers can find what works for them. Giving 
researchers licence to do things differently, the book 
encourages and enables readers to develop their own sense of 
researcher identity and voice.

https://policy.bristoluniversitypress.co.uk/making-the-most-of-your-research-journal
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